AgileCraft Tip Sheet
Launching a Lean Portfolio
Lean Portfolio Management helps large enterprises truly realize the promise of agility: that anti-fragile state that enables faster decision
making and takes an economic viewpoint. It favors making hypothesis-driven decisions in order get to business outcomes in a taxonomy
that allows you to look forward. This also brings about a greater level of participation and inclusion at the team level - the PMO is no longer
the gatekeeper, and everyone is involved in the evolution of the delivery, so the behavior of teams and trains is being replicated at the
portfolio level. It is about ﬁnding better ways to know that you are impacting the bottom line, that the right things are being built, consumed
more quickly and getting continuous feedback from customers. It’s about constantly assessing the value you expect to get, and the value
achieved so that you can decide whether to pivot or persevere. To facilitate this, AgileCraft has created a playbook to fulﬁll your lean
portfolio needs.

Deﬁne the portfolio within
the Organization Structure

The lean portfolio deﬁnes the way in which we complete what are traditionally seen as PMP actions,
such as strategic alignment, ﬁnancial governance, opportunity assessment and capacity management.
It means becoming servant leaders to our organizations and decentralizing decisions that allows the
portfolio to truly be lean and focus on what is most important to the organization.

Deﬁne the portfolio budget
($MM)

The typical enterprise portfolio budget is made up of multiple groups of agile teams and has a budget of
many millions of dollars. These are usually aligned to divisions or departments in an org where
products and services align, and are focused around value delivery. Consider that a fully loaded cost of
ten agile teams plus product management can easily exceed $10m USD per year.

Identify Core
Products, Services &
Capabilities built by
the portfolio

Strategic Plans,
Goals & Objectives

Customers,
Personas &
Success Metrics

Establish strategic themes

Strategic themes reﬂect the needs of your board of directors and c-suite to grow and drive the
organization’s future. They are made up of input from customers, market conditions, regulatory
changes, and many other factors. The delivery of those is where the value driven, hypothesis based
approach comes into play to ensure you are on track. Staying focused on those strategic efforts, as
opposed to getting sidetracked by fads, is how companies achieve success.

Deﬁne and publish decision
making process

When decisions are decentralized, programs can deliver value with the shortest sustainable lead time.
This will allow you to run the most efﬁcient and effective portfolio by improving ﬂow, facilitating quick
feedback, and ﬁnding more innovative solutions.

Identify synergies between
teams to deliver value

The most effective, streamlined delivery process is created when the handoffs between groups of
teams with differing authorities are intentionally removed or minimized up front.

Deﬁne cadences and capacity

There are four cadences to align: investment cadence, development cadence, market cadence, and
delivery cadence. Aligning your development and delivery cadence with the investment cadence will
maximize ﬂow of value to the market. Ensuring that groups of teams who work toward a shared market
value have a common development cadence will minimize dependencies, risks, and errors.

Launch LPM playbook

The AgileCraft Lean Portfolio Management playbook is a proprietary offering created by our team of
highly skilled, solutions architects experienced in many lean/agile frameworks to meet you where you
are and help craft your path forward. Visit agilecraft.com today to get started!
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